Welfare/Puppets/Drama
* Feel Brave – Avril McDonald
Using the characters and stories created through her “Feel Brave” series of
books, Avril McDonald presents an engaging performance that helps children build
their emotional literacy and wellbeing. She brings the characters of her books to
life and through the reading of her stories, puppetry and simple yet effective
activities, Avril will work with the children to help recognize their emotions and to
demonstrate strategies to help them when they may be feeling worried or lonely.
Winner of the 2017 UK’s ‘People’s Book Prize’, Avril has presented her “Feel Brave” stories to thousands of
children around the world and is the creator of an online wellbeing programme for Stage 1 students.
Cost: $300 GST N/A

* Finding Frank! – Nudge Theatre
Frank the flamingo has a big problem... he does not like the colour pink! Desperate to fit in with
his less-colourful friends, Frank tries anything to change his feathers. However, the harder he
tries, the sadder he gets, until he learns the ultimate lesson about what it means to belong... and
that pink isn’t so bad after all! Covering topics from the Early Learning Framework such as
‘Belonging’ and ‘Diversity’, this energetic, character filled puppet show will have the children
learning a little bit and laughing a lot!
Cost: $300 + $30 gst = $330 inc gst

* The Dinosaur Who Lost His Roar – Nudge Theatre
Rexy the dinosaur has no manners. He never says please, he never says thank you and he
spends his day roaring at the animals and teasing Bob for being small. Dymera the magic tree
forest has seen it all and decides to teach Rexy a lesson. She removes his roar and takes him
on a magical journey in time to Australia where the native animals will teach Rexy a thing or
two about manners, identity and about accepting the animals for who they are. A magical funfilled puppet show that focuses on the themes of belonging, identity and respectful behavior.
Cost: $300 + $30 gst = $330 inc gst

* Stretchy Stories – Nudge Theatre
Emily Beale brings her wealth of experience both as a performer of welfare programmes and a certified yoga
instructor to this interactive performance. Using story, movement, puppets and songs the children will
participate in poses and stretches that tell the story of Bibi the Butterfly as she goes on an adventure to find
her wings. Supporting the ELYF outcomes relating to physical, emotional and social wellbeing, it is a fun and
interactive programme. (Mats provided)
Cost: $300 + $30 gst = $330 inc gst
Nudge Theatre/Emily Beale – Emily founded Bamboo Theatre ten years ago to provide schools with interactive
welfare based drama programmes. The programmes have been seen by 140,000 students Australia wide. Emily has a
BA Honours in Performing Arts from the University of East Anglia, UK.

The recommended MAXIMUM audience for these presentations is 40 children
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